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FA told Taylor not to pick
‘too many’ black players
for England

Thursday, May 7, 2015

RCO Relief wORk apaCe
Nepalese hail benevolence of HM the King and Shaikh Nasser

London
The Football Association
(FA) tried to impose an unofficial quota system on the
number of black players an
England manager should be
allowed to use, says a new
book about racism within
the sport. Pitch Black by Emy
Onuora includes a passage
in which an anti-racism in
football campaigner claims
Graham Taylor admitted
to him he had been summoned by two members of
the FA’s hierarchy and told
“in no uncertain terms” he
should not go beyond a certain limit.
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Unsettled weather today

Manama
The Meteorological Directorate
forecast an unsettled weather for
today with possible thundery rain
at times. There will be gusts that
may reach 35 knots at times.

DT News Network
news@dt.bh
Manama
he Bahraini volunteers
from the Royal Charity
Organization (RCO) in Nepal
have begun their relief work
of setting up tents in central
Kathmandu where housing
is in shambles and even
makeshift tents are falling
apart after the first week of
rough living.
“The situation is still grim
and for the survivors, it will
be a long haul to normalcy,”
said RCO Secretary-General
Dr. Mustafa Al-Sayed.
He said, “We are amazed
at the strength, calm and
resilience of the people of
Nepal. The people are full of
praise for the benevolence of
HM King Hamad bin Isa Al
Khalifa and the effective aid
leadership of His Majesty
the King’s Representative
for Charity and Youth
Affairs and RCO Board of
Trustees Chairman HH

(From left) Shaikh Isa and Dr. Al Sayed with Nepalese
children at a refugee Camp in Katmandu.

A Bahrain Defence Force (BDF)
team from the Royal Guards,
headed by HH Shaikh Isa bin
Abdulla Al Khalifa, was joined by
the Nepali military volunteers.
They installed tents as shelter
for the homeless and distributed
food packets and survival kits to
the survivors
Shaikh Nasser bin Hamad
Al Khalifa. We are being
supported by Nepali student
volunteers and military
teams.”
A Bahrain Defence Force
(BDF) team from the Royal
Guards, headed by Shaikh
Isa bin Abdulla Al Khalifa,
was joined by the Nepali
military volunteers. They
installed tents as shelter for
the homeless and distributed
food packets and survival

kits to the survivors.
Dr. Al Sayed said that
the RCO’s work had been
especially supported by
Bahrain’s Ambassador to
India and Nepal, Tariq bin
Dayna, who has worked
tirelessly to manage the
team’s logistics.
“All our team members
are safe and working very
hard. Our morale is good
despite difficult conditions,”
he added.

Winners of Imagine Cup
Bahrain announced

DT News Network
Manama
he Bahrain Economic Development
Board (EDB), Tamkeen, Microsoft and
eGovernment Authority yesterday announced
the names of the winners of the 2015 Imagine
Cup in the Kingdom of Bahrain. “Team
Vanguards” won the Games category, “Team
Storm” won the Innovation category and
“Team MyVoice” emerged winners in the
World Citizenship category.
All three teams will participate in the PanArab Finals to be held here between May
31 and June 3 under the patronage of His
Royal Highness Prince Salman bin Hamad
Al Khalifa, Crown Prince, Deputy Supreme
Commander, First Deputy Prime Minister
and Chairman of the Bahrain Economic
Development Board (EDB).
Congratulating the winners, Khalid Al
Rumaihi, Chief Executive of Bahrain EDB, said:
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“Every team participated has demonstrated a
high level of innovation, determination and
professionalism. It’s good to see our local
talent taking advantage of events such as
the Microsoft Imagine Cup, which offer the
perfect platform to showcase their creativity
and capabilities to an international audience.”
Over hundred students participated in this
year’s round of Imagine Cup in Bahrain and
more than 46 team projects were received,
representing most of the higher education
institutions in the country. Nine teams
qualified to the local finals in Bahrain.
The three teams- “Team Vanguards”
with project “Conscious Heart” (Bahrain
Polytechnic), “Team Storm” with project
“SCatcher” (University of Bahrain) and
“Team EasyCom” with project “My Voice”
(AMA Bahrain International)- cruised into
the qualifying stages of this competition and
secured their place in the Pan-Arab finals.

The winners and the sponsors pose for a photograph.

